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Abstract. Considerationof the earth’s carbon reservoirs and carbon exchangesamongthem
indicates that the concentrationof carbondioxide (CO2)in the atmospherewill increase
markedlyover the next 100 years and more. A doubling of atmosphericCO2,along with
anticipated feedbackeffects on atmosphericwater vapor, will be roughlyequivalent in
radiative termsto an increaseof 5 percentin the intensity of solar radiation at the top of the
atmosphere.Thelaws of physics predict a resultant global warming,whichlikely will
averagearound3 to 4 °C, unless it is modifiedby other feedbackeffects. Concernabout
global warmingis heightenedby evidencethat the averagetemperatureat the eaxth’s surface
has risen about 0.5 °C over the last century. Globalwarmingwill be limited in intensity as
the atmosphereapproachestotal opacity in the CO2radiation bands and will be endedby
advectionof excess CO2into the oceandepths, a process whichwill take several centuries.
Possible measuresto offset global warminginclude restrictions on fossil fuel consumption
and active measures,such as the introductionof artificial dust cloudsinto the stratosphere to
scatter solar radiation.
1.
INTRODUCTION
determinethe intensity and duration of global warmingdue
to an enhancedgreenhouseeffect. This paper does that. It
Thetemperatureat the surface of the earth is a
describesno original research a~dit references, for the
function of the atmosphericconcentrations of greenhouse
mostpart, reviewsrather than original sources. It is
gases, particularly watervaporand CO~,~s well. as several
intendedto providea perspectiveon the anticipated global
other variables. As early as the 1860s,somescientists
warmingand someability to judge the merits of various
speculatedthat changesin the compositionof the
methodsthat have been proposedto off~et its impacts. No
atmospheredue to widespreaduse of coal to fuel the
attemptis madeto assess the potential impactsof global
Industrial Revolutioneventuallycould affect the weather.
climate changeon agriculture, commerce,or any other
Arrhenius(1896) calculated that doublingthe concentration
humanactivity.
of carbon dioxide (CO~)in the atmospherewouldraise
surface temperatures by about 5 to 6 °C dependingon
2.
CARBONRESERVOIRS AND CARBONCYCLES
latitude.
2.1
AnInventory of CarbonReservoirs
Globalwarming,if it provesreal, will surpass in
importanceall other cases of inadvertent weatherand
Anyassessmentof the possibility of global warming
climatemodificationto date. Interest in it and other
due to changesin the compositionof the atmospheremust
aspects of global climate changehas beenincreasing in the
consider present and future trends of CO~concentrations.
scientific community
over the past 25 years. However,
Carbonis stored in the earth’s cr~st, oceanand
mostAmericans
paid little attention until 1988. That year
atmosphere,and movesfreely ~.rnongthe three reservoirs.
brought to muchof North Americaa searing drought,
Becausecarbonis a constituent ot manyinorganic
whichclimaxeda series of hot summersin the 1980s. It
compounds
and is also a key element in the compositionof
also brought TVnewscastscombiningpictures of
all organisms,tracking it involvesconsiderationof
drought-strickenfields with ominousspeculationsthat the
geological, physical, chemical,and biological processes.
drought was merelya taste of an imminentclimate change.
Almostimmediately"the greenhouseeffect" and "global
Whilethe quantities of carbonin i.ts varSouslocations are
warming"becamehousehold words.
subject to considerableuncertainty, various authors have
produceduseful inventories; an exampleig that of Berner
Among
the hundredsof articles and reports that
and Lasaga(1989), whichis the basis ot table 1. Nearlyall
haveappearedin the last fewyears dealing with various
the earth’s carbon is tied up in sedimentaryrocks, manyof
aspects of climate change,I havenot foundone that brings
whichwere laid downon the seafloor as shells ages ago
togetherin a fewpagesall of the factors that are likely to
and subsequentlylifted abovesea level by geologic
processes.
~Basedon a presentation at the Fortieth AnniversaryMeetingof the WeatherModification
Association, Ontario, California, May9, 1991.
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TableI. - Distribution of the earth’s carbonamongprincipal reservoirs.*

Reservoir
All biota
Atmosphereas CO2
Deadsurficial carbon
Recoverablefossil fuels
Ocean(as CO2,H2CO3,bicarbonate
and carbonateions)
Sedimentaryorganic matter
Calcium-magnesium
carbonate
(mostty in sedimentaryrocks)
Calciumcarbonate (mostly in
sedimentaryrocks)

Massstored
(Relativeto
atmosphere)

Massstored
(gigatons)**
560
720
3,000
4,000
42,000

0.8
1.0
4
6
58

15,000,000
25,000,000

21,000
35,000

35,000,000

49,000

* Based on Berner and Lasaga (1989).
** 1 gigaton (Gt) = 109 metric tons = 10is g = 1 petagram(Pg). Dr. ArnoldCourt has
pointedout to methat 1 Gt is the massof 1 krn~ of water, a fact that helps one to visualize
the quantitieslisted in this table.
2.2

Short-term CarbonCycles

The observedincrease in atmosphericCOsover the
past fewdecadeshas resulted from a small net difference
between opposing processes (Houghtonand Woodwell
1989).Largetransfers of carbonrelative to the
atmosphericreservoir take place each year (fig. i). Every
year some100 Gt is removedfrom the atmosphereby
photosynthesisand sequesteredas plant tissue, mostly
wood,while a like amountis replaced by respiration by
plants and animalsand the decayof organicmatter in the
soil. Everyyear just over I00 Gt of carbonis removedas
atmosphericCO2dissolves in the ocean, and a slightly
smaller amountdiffuses fromthe oceanback into the
atmosphere.The relatively small annual contributions of
carbonto the atmospherefromburningof fossil fuels (5
Gt) and from deforestation (2 Gt) are importantbecause
there are no knownoffsetting effects. However,the
amountof carbon in the atmosphereis going up by "only"
3 to 3.5 Gt per year and the net absorptioninto the ocean
is roughly 2 Gt annually, whichleaves 2 Gt (some
authorities say 4 Gt) per year unaccountedfor.

RESPIRATION
BY TREESANDPLANTS
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
D~CAY/NG
ORGANIC
MA/
DEFORESTATION

The large annual exchangesbetweenthe ocean and
the atmosphereindicated in figure 1 arise mainlyfromthe
fact that the equilibriumconcentrationof CO2at the ocean
surface varies fromplace to place, principally becausethe
ability of waterto holda gas in solution, decreaseswith
increasing temperature. Becauseatmospheric
concentrationsare quite uniform,the general tendencyis
for CO2to be given off by surface seawaterthat is being
warmedand absorbed by water that is cooling. For
example,degassingis likely along the equator west of
South America,as cold upwellingwater from the coast

FOSSIL FUELCONSUMPTION
DJSSOLVED
AT SEASURFACE
OUTCM~’SING
FROMSEASURFACE

® ~ C~N ~

Figure i. -
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Short-termcarbontransfers (gigatons per
year) amongthe atmosphere, ocean and the
earth’s crust (adapted from Houghtonand
Woodwell,1989).

moveswestwardand warmsunder the tropical sun (fig. 3.4
of Brewer1983). However,the tendency toward degassing
from seawater that is being warmedcan be reversed by
rapid growthof planktonin nutrient-rich water.

place to place. Its present values are around10, which
meansthat changesin the total concentrationof carbonin
seawater, expressedas a percentageof the existing
concentration, are only 0.1 times the corresponding
changesin the partial pressure of CO2gas in the overlying
atmosphere(Brewer1983). Evenso, seawaterstill
taking up about 3 times moreCO:than it wouldif CO2did
not dissociate.

Short-term exchangesof CO2betweenthe ocean and
the atmosphere
are almost in balance, as figure 1 indicates.
The apparent net absorption by the ocean over the past few
decadeshas beendriven by the rapid increase in the
atmosphericconcentration, whicheither speeds CO2
absorption or suppressesits escape dependingon local
conditions. If the oceanwarmsas a result of global
climate change,its ability to absorb atmosphericCO2will
be diminishedslightly. Keelinget al. (1989) have
calculated that a slight observedwarmingof the sea surface
from 1978to about 1988reduced the total CO2uptake over
the decadeby roughly 3 Gt.
Short-term exchangesof CO2betweenthe ocean and
the overlying atmosphereinvolve only the ocean’s mixed
layer. Convectionand turbulence distribute dissolved CO2
in its various formsrather uniformlythroughoutthe mixed
layer in a few months.The depth of the mixedlayer
varies, dependingmainlyon windspeed and vertical
density gradients, but averagesaround75 m(Keelinget ah
1989). The mixedlayer reaches its maximum
depth in
areas whereloss of heat fromthe sea surface to overlying
cold airmassesleads to convectiveoverturningwithin it.
At high latitudes duringwinter, convectivecurrents of
chilled surface water can penetrate downward
as muchas 1
kin, but mixingto that depthis incomplete.
2.3

Numbersquoted in table 8 of Keeling et ah (1989)
can be combinedto showthat the ocean’s mixedlayer now
holds roughly the sameamountof carbon as does the
atmosphere.Usingthat result and the current Revelle
factor of 10, one can estimate the final apportionment
betweenthe atmosphereand the mixedlayer of incremental
amountsof atmosphericCO~.As an increase of 10 percent
in the atmosphericconcentration of CO2will produceonly
a 1 percent increasein the total carboncontent of the
mixedlayer, equilibrium is reachedonce the mixedlayer
takes up 0.09 Gt of each additional gigatonof carbon,
leaving the remaining0.91 Gt in the atmosphere.
2.4

It has beenestimated that the CO~released from
fossil fuels since the beginningof the Industrial Revolution
has been divided about equally betweenthe ocean and the
atmosphere;yet the result just quotedin section 2.3 shows
that the mixedlayer can not absorb and hold morethan
one-tenthof the excess carbonbeing released to the
atmosphereeach year. Themixedla),er’s ability to
continue to draw downatmospheric CO2depends on
exchangeswith the deep ocean, whichholds about 98
percent of the carbonlisted for the oceanicreservoir in
table 1. Exchangesof carbon betweenthe mixedlayer and
the oceandepths are brought about by oceancurrents,
large-scale turbulenceand biological processes.

Carbonin Seawater

In order to discuss CO2in seawaterquantitatively it
is necessaryto considerthe various formsthat it assumes.
The CO2dissolved in seawater is hydrated to form a weak
solution of carbonic acid (H2CO3),
whichdissociates in two
stages to yield bicarbonate (HCO3)and then carbonate
=) ions. Therelative abundanceof the various ions is
(CO3
controlled by a numberof buffering reactions, of whichthe
most importantis
2 HCOf~

~ H2CO3 =
+ C03

Intermediate Cycles: Carbonin the DeepOcean

All of the oceansshare a common
circulation. It is
characterized by regions wherecold water sinks into the
depths, especially in the WeddellSea near Antarctica and
betweenGreenlandand Norwayin the North Atlantic, and
by regions wherecold water from the depths reappears at
the surface. Upwellingis markedalong the west coast of
South America,for example. The deep-oceancirculation
proceedsvery slowly, with completecircuits taking
hundredsor thousandsof years. Tritium released by
nuclear bombtesting in 1962and carried downward
in the
NorthAtlantic circulation still had not penetratedsouth of
30° N in the deep Atlantic by 1981(Brewer1983).

(1)

Theequilibriumconstants for the various reactions
vary with temperatureand the pHvalue (acidity).
Accordingto a review by Archer(1990), only 1 percent
the carbonin seawaterremains as CO~or undissociated
I’-I2CO3, 88 percentof it exists as bicarbonateions, and the
other 11 percent as carbonateions. Somewriters use the
expression"total CO2"to meanthe total of dissolved CO~
gas, H2COa,
and bicarbonate and carbonateions.

Thecold water that sinks into the ocean depths
tends to be rich in CO2and associated formsof carbon
simplybecauseit is cold. Its carboncontent is enhanced
further by biological processes. Organismsgrowingin the
mixedlayer deplete its CO~significantly, thereby making
possible the uptake of moreatmosphericCO~,and ensuring
that the sinking water carries significant amountsof carbon
downward
in organic as well as inorganic forms. Onits
long circuit in the deepocean,the water is further enriched
by organic wastefalling from the mixedlayer.
Decomposition
of this waste gives off CO~,whichleads to
an increase of some10 percent in the concentration of CO~
and associated ions over the first kilometer downward
from

The fact that CO~forms H~COa,
which then
dissociates, makesit possible for seawaterto hold about 30
times moreCO2under present conditions than it could
otherwise. Althoughoxygenis about 600 times as plentiful
as CO2in the atmosphere,it is only about 20 times as
plentiful in the oceanas the CO~equivalent of the carbon
in the ocean. However,
there is resistance to further
additions of CO2to seawater. This resistance is expressed
as a buffer factor, whichis sometimescalled the Revelle
factor (Brewer1983). The Revelle factor is a function
temperature,alkalinity and salinity, and so varies from
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the surface. Farther down,the concentration does not vary
muchwith depth (Brewer1983).

continental rocks removescarbon dioxide from the
atmosphereand carries it in dissolved chemicalform to the
ocean, whereit is taken in by marinebiota and deposited
in sedimentson the seafloor. Tectonicactivity eventually
frees this trapped carbondioxide in the followingmanner.
Themotionof the earth’s lithospheric plates transports the
seafloor to oceantrenches, wheresubductioncarries old
crust and sedimentsdowntowardthe earth’s hot interior.
At great depths, the sedimentsmelt, releasing carbon
dioxide, whichemergesfromthe volcanic islands that
overlie the buried crust and rejoins the atmosphere,
completingthe cycle." Additionalinformation is given by
Berner and Lasaga(1989), whoemphasizethat the
weatheringof silicates followedby precipitation of CaCO3
in the sea producesa net loss of CO~from the atmosphere.
Thegoverningequationsfor the conversionof silicates to
CaCO3are:

Considerationof equation 1 showsthat the presence
of dissolvedcarbonatesenhancesthe ability of seawaterto
handle moreCO2,because any increase in carbonate
concentrationdrives the equationto the left, that is, it
converts CO2already present into bicarbonate. Surface
seawateris supersaturatedwith respect to calcium
carbonate (CaCO3); manymarine creatures take advantage
of this fact and precipitate it to formtheir shells. The
precipitation of CaCO3,proceedsmainlyaccordingto the
followingequation:
2HCO3-+ Ca++ --, CaCO~+ CO~+ H~O

(2)

Althoughthis processresults in a release of COz,its
ultimate effect is to removecarbon from seawater. The
mostspectacularproductof this processis coral reefs, but
it has other results of muchgreater importance.Over
millions of years, seashells and other organicdebris have
accumulatedon the seafloor, creating the vast reservoir of
carbonin sedimentaryrocks (table 1).

2CO2 + H20 + CaSiO~ -, Ca++ + 2HCOf+ SiO2 (4)
2HCOf+ Ca++-, CaCO
3 + COz q- H20

In the absenceof offsetting processes,notably
emissions from volcanos and ocean-atmosphereexchanges,
the weatheringof rocks could deplete the atmosphericCO2
reservoir completely !n about 10,000 years. Bemerand
Lasaga(1989) note that the processes in the magma
under
the earth’s crust that break downcarbonatesresult not only
in the expulsionof CO2but in the recombinationof
calciumand silicon into silicate rocks, whichalso is
required to close the geochemicalcarboncycle.

Thesolubility of carbonatesin water varies directly
with pressure and inversely with temperatureand pHvalue.
In the depths, the temperatureis alwaysnear 2 °C,
pressures run to thousandsof bars, and the pHis lowered,
that is, the acidity increased, by the CO2released by
decayingorganic matter. Belowsomelevel, the water is
no longer supersaturated with respect to CaCOa,which
beginsto dissolveand therebyincreases the ability of the
water to hold CO2.This changeoveroccurs at a great
depth, whichhas been estimated at 5 kmfor the North
Atlantic Ocean(Brewer1983), and does not prevent the
accumulationof carbonateson muchof the earth’s seafloor.
2.5

2.6

Carbonatesdo not build up on the seafloor
indefinitely; seashells, like almosteverythingin nature, are
recycled. If the shells are convertedto sedimentaryrock
(limestone)and elevated abovesea level, the limestone
eventually attacked by H2CO3
and carried awayto the
ocean as calcium and bicarbonate ions. The H~COa
can be
formedas atmosphericCO~dissolves in rainwater or in
surface water, or as C02re/eased by decayingorganic
matter in the soil enters groundwater.Thesimplified
chemicalequation for weathering of CaCOa,
(3)

is the converseof equation 1, whichdescribes the
precipitation of CaCO3
as seashells.
It has beenknownfor over a century (e.g.,
Arrhenius1896) that volcanos release CO~to the
atmosphereand that the weatheringof rocks removesit.
Thanksto the developmentof the theory of plate tectonics,
it has beenrecognizedin the last decadethat the two
processes just namedand the carbonateson the seafloor are
linked in a grand geochemicalcarbon cycle. Accordingto
Ruddi~nanand Kutzbach(1991), "Chemicalweathering

CO2_inthe Atmosphere

Summarizing
to this point, the concentration of COz
in the atmosphereis affected by manyfactors, including
the growthand decayof plants and trees, the deposition
and burningof fossil fuels, sea surface temperatures,
volcanic activity, and topography.Topographyenters in
becausethe rise and fall of mountainsand plateaus affect
sea level and the rate of rock weathering(Ruddiman
and
Kutzbach1991). Anincreased concentration of
atmosphericCO~hastens weatheringof silicates, which
removesCO
2 from the atmosphereand deposits it in the
ocean. This negative feedbackeffect mayhave set the
outer limits on the CO2concentrationover geologic time,
but did not control the concentrationveryclosely.
Experimentaldata indicate wideranges in the atmospheric
COzconcentrationin the distant past, as noted in a review
article by Loriuset al. (1990). Air bubblestrappedin the
famousVostokice core from Antarctica have been
analyzedto estimate the atmosphericconcentrationbackfor
some150,000 years. The concentration during that time
varied from 175 to 300 ppmby volume(fig. 2).

GeochemicalCarbon Cycles

CaCO
3 + I--I20 + CO~~ CaCO
3 + H~CO3
-, Ca++ + 2HCO3-

(5)

Estimatesof the concentrationof CO~in the
atmosphere
at the start of the Industrial Revolution,say in
1815, cluster around270 ppm. Theseestimates are based
on ice-core samplesand on sporadic direct measurements
during the nineteenth century. Theconcentration
approached 300 ppmby 1900.
The concentration of CO2in the atmospherehas
been measuredsystematically since 1958, whichwas the
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Concentration of CO2in the atmosphere over
the past 160,000 years.

500

International Geophysical Year. The concentration varies
with both time and place. The continuous measurements
since 1958 at MaunaLoa, Hawaii, show small diurnal
variations, annual variations, which extend about 6 ppm
from peak to trough, arid irregular fluctuations, someof
whichcan be related to large-scale weather disturbances,
particularly the E1 Nino events. All of these are
superimposed on a rising trendline, which was at 315 ppm
in 1958 and reached 352 ppmin 1989 (Keeling et al.
1989). Land vegetation, which draws downthe
atmospheric supply of CO2in the Northern Hemisphere
spring and releases CO2,in the fall, accounts for about 90
percent of the annual fluctuation (Sellers and McCarthy
1990). The seasonal warmingof the North Atlantic and
North Pacific Oceans during Northern Hemisphere spring
and summertends to raise the atmospheric CO2
concentration by degassing from the sea surface, but the
biological processes predominate.
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Figure3. - Obse~edand predicte.d
conceetradons
of
CO~from1975to 2100forindicated
percen[i]e
~ns of ~ordhaus
and Yohe
(1983). The numbers on the right-hand side
indicate concentrations in the year 2100.
the earth will experience the equivalence in radiative terms
of a CO~doubling somewhat earlier, ~ay around 2050.
3.
PHYSICAL BASIS FOR THE GI~EENHOUSE
EFFECT

Mixing of air throughout the global atmosphere,
including transequatorial exchanges, is accomplished on a
time scale of about a year. As a result, the concentration
of CO2is fairly uniform over the whole world, although
minor variations exist. Ground-level concentrations over
the Northern Hemisphere now exceed those over the
Southern Hemisphere by almost 3 ppm, and the difference
increased from 1958 to 1989. The size of the excess is
correlated with annual global consumptionof fossil fuels,
whichis concentrated in the industrialized countries of the
Northern Hemisphere, although the correlation is not exact
(Keeling et at. 1989).

Apart from a negligible amountof heat generated by
radioactivity in its crust and other even smaller sources, all
of the earth’s heat comes from the sun. The incoming
solar energy at the top of the atmosphere varies only by
0.1 percent or so; averaged over all latitades, times of day,
and seasons, it amounts to about 342 watts per square
meter (W m-2). Figure 4, which is based on Ramanathan
at. (1989), shows the disposition of the solar energy.
About 105 Wm-z are reflected or scattered back into space,
so the albedo of the earth is calculated as 105/342, or 0.31.
The absorbed energy is transformed into sensible heat and
latent heat. Eventually, someof it appears as the kinetic
energy of the winds and muchof it is reradiated from the
surface or by the atmosphere as long-wave (infrared)
radiation.2

The present rate of increase in the meanglobal
concentration of COsin the atmosphere far exceeds
anything detected in the geologic record (fig. 2).
Comparisonof the sizes of the different carbon reservoirs
(table 1) shows that the atmospheric concentration could
continue to rise for sometime as a result of fossil fuel
consumption. Nordhaus and Yohe (1983) projected future
levels under various assumptions about economictrends
and associated fuel consumption; their median scenario
suggests a doubling of the atmospheric CO2concentration
from the 300 ppmthat prevailed at the beginning of the
twentieth century to 600 ppmaround the year 2070 (fig.
3). Because of increases in other greenhouse gases,
notably methane (CI-I~) and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),

Application of the Stefan-Boltzmann Lawshows that
the average outgoing IR at the top of the atmosphere, 237
Wma, is equivaient to that from a black-body radiator at
255 °K. The 33 °C difference between that number and
the artual, average, surface temperature of the earth, which
is about 288 °K, is due to the atmosphere’s greenhouse
~In accordance with the Glossary of Meteorology,
the abbreviation IR will be used to meanboth "infrared"
and "infrared radiation."
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4.4. [Someprevious authors have used different
definitions of feedbackfactors.] As definedand calculated
here, a feedbackfactor greater than 1 signifies positive
feedbackand a feedbackfactor less than 1 signifies
negative feedback.
The 15.5 Wm2 calculated by Ramanathan(1981)
the total radiative impactof doublingCO~equals about 5
percent of the meanflux of solar radiation at the top of the
atmosphere,so one wouldanticipate a substantial impacton
the earth’s climate. Onecrude wayto estimate the impact
of doubledCO~on the temperatureat the surface is to
apply the Stefan-Boltzmann
equation with the outgoing IR
increased from 237 to 252.5 Wm~ in line with
Ramanathan’s
calculations. The result is about 259 °K,
which suggests that global warmingunder doubled CO2
conditions might amountto about 4 °C. It is surprising
howwell the 4 °C rise estimated by this simple method
and the 5 to 6 °C calculated by Arrheniusin 1896(!) agree
with the results obtained by morecomplexmodels.
[Arrheniusassumedthat the relative humiditywouldstay
the sameas the earth warmed,and so caught the extremely
importantfeedbackdue to increased absolute humidity.]

Dispositionof solar energyreaching the top
of the atmosphere(based on Ramanathanet
al. 1989). Amountsshownare in watts per
square meterand are to be interpreted as
yearly averagesover the entire earth.

effect. The effective IR temperatureof 255 °K suggests
that IR sensors in space respond, on average, to IR emitted
from the middletroposphere, say aroundthe 400-mblevel.
Manystudies of possible climate changehave dealt
with the impacts of a doubled-CO~
world. Barfing changes
in cloudiness, a doublingof the concentration to 600 ppm
wouldhavea negligible effect on the atmosphere’sability
to absorb solar radiation, but wouldmakeit a more
efficient absorber and radiator of IR. Ramanathan
(1981)
calculated that the increasein IR emissivityof the
atmosphereby itself wouldincrease the downward
flux of
IR energyat the earth’s surface by 1.2 Wm2, evenif the
temperaturestructure of the atmosphereremainedas at
present (fig. 5). However,the troposphere wouldwarm
because it wouldabsorb moreof the outgoing IR from the
surface, and this effect wouldincrease the downward
flux
at the surface by another 2.3 Wm2, so the total effect of
CO2doubling would amount to 3.5 Wm2. The warmer
surface wouldresult in additional evaporationfrom
the ocean. As water vaporis itself a greenhousegas, the
tropospherewouldbe warmedstill further by absorption of
IR by water vapor, as well as by the release of latent heat
whenthe additional water vapor precipitated. Ramanathan
2,
calculated this positive feedbackeffect at 12 Wm
2bringing the total impact.of doubling COsto 15.5 Wm
(fig. 5). Withoutthe effects of the anticipatedassociated
increase in water vapor, the impact of doublingthe
atmosphericCOzconcentration wouldbe so small that it
wouldbe very difficult to detect.

Of course, global warmingwill not affect the
outgoingIR unless the earth’s albedo is changed;an
observer in space wouldstill record 237 Wm2 of outgoing
IR. The surface and lower atmosphere wouldbe warmer
than at present, but the IR sensors in space wouldbe
responding,on average, to higher layers of the atmosphere,
leaving the outgoing IR the same. The highest levels of
the atmospherewouldactually cool,, as the thickened
blanket of CO2and water vapor in the troposphere would
absorb someof the IR that presently reaches themfrom the
surface and the lower atmosphere.
4.

ANALOGSOF GLOBAL WARMING

Numerous
scientists have examinedclimatological
records and paleoclimaticdata for clues to possible climate
changesdue to enhancedconcentrations of greenhouse
gases. Accordingto Gleick’s (1989) review, "... the
Holoceneoptimum(about 6000 to 5000years B.P.)
considered an analoguefor a 1 °C warming;the last
interglacial (about 125,000years B.P.) is considered

Thefe~,Aback
factor for the effect of the increasein
water vaporin this case can be calculated as 15.5/3.5, or
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analoguefor a 2 to 2.5 °C warming;and the Pliocene
climatic optimum
(about 3 to 4 million years B.P.)
corresponds to a warmingof 3 to 4 °C." Considerable
effort has goneinto studies of lake levels, types of
vegetation, and so on during those eras for indications of
what a warmerworld might entail. However,Crowley
(1990) has concludedthat geologicrecords yield
completelysatisfactory analogs of global warmingbecause,
amongother things, the earth’s orbit aroundthe sun is
different nowthan in the past, and nothingin the geologic
record matchesthe current rate of increase in
concentrationsof greenhousegases.

Mostdoubled-CO2modelruns simulate an earth
whoseclimate has stabilized followinga suddendoubling
of the atmosphericCO2concentration, with no further
increase thereafter. Suchmodelruns do not correspondto
the actual earth, withits steadily increasingconcentration
of greenhouse gases. Doubled-CO~
scenarios can be
viewedas rough estimates of a condition through whichthe
earth maypass on its wayto even higher concentrations of
greenhousegases. As noted in section 2, the combined
effect of increases in CO2,CH4,and CFCsis likely to
produce the equivalence of a doubled-CO2
atmosphere
around2050, but the onset of global warmingwill be
moderatedby the tremendousthermal inertia of the ocean.
As somerecent papers put the time constant for adjustment
of the temperatureof the ocean’s mixedlayer to a thermal
forcing function at roughly50 years, it appearsthat the
theoretical predictions of climate for a doubled-CO2
world
should be most applicable to sometime around2100.
However,upwelling of cold, deep-oceanwater that has
never been exposedto an enhancedgreenhouseeffect will
continuefor centuries and prevent the establishmentof a
true equilibriumcondition.

Althoughpaleoclimaticdata do not yield exact
analogsof future climates, they are valuablein
investigations of the physical mechanisms
that control
climate. Lorius et al. (1990) havecalculated that between
40 and 65 percent of the variance in the Vostok
temperaturerecord can be explainedby variations in the
concentrations of CO2and CH4during the sameperiod,
and about 80 percent by a combinationof orbital forcing
(the Milankovitcheffect) and greenhousegas
concentrations. Theyalso employedmultivariate analysis
to deducethat the feedbackfactor that applied to
temperaturevariations driven by variations in the
concentrations of CO2and CH4over the 150,000years
before the present was somewhere
around3. This result is
intriguing becauseit agreesfairly well with the theoretical
calculations of Ramanathan
(1981). It is also in reasonable
agreementwith recent output fromgeneral circulation
models,whichwill be discussed next.

Critics of GCMs
often refer to their coarse spatial
resolution, with grid points typically separatedby a few
hundredkilometers in the horizontal, whichprecludes
representation of mesoscaleand local phenomena
except
through parameterization. However,the crude
representationof physical processesin the modelsis
probably a moreserious deficiency. At this time, the key
physical uncertainties center aroundocean-atmosphere
interactions, the radiative effects of clouds, and the albedos
of surfaces coveredby ice or snow.As all three factors
involvethe possibility of significant feedbackeffects, their
correct representationis of critical importance.

5.
PREDICTIONS
FROMGENERAL
CIRCULATION MODELS
The results of Ramanathan
(1981) were based on
one-dimensionalocean-atmospheremodel. The actual
ocean-atmospheresystemis three-dimensional,which
allowsthe transport of heat fromplace to place by winds
and ocean currents. The only modelscapable of handling
the three-dimensionalsystemare the general circulation
models(GCMs).There is an extensive literature
describing the various GCMs
developedat different
institutions and providingsampleresults; spacedoes not
permitany description of the modelsin this paper.

The first ocean-atmosphereGCMs
which modeled
the oceanat all treated it as a swamp,that is, a wetsurface
with no capacity to store heat. Morerecent versions (e.g.,
Meehland Washington1990) treat the ocean as consisting
only of its mixedlayer. That allows the oceanto store
heat. Modelsthat treat exchangesof heat betweenthe
mixedlayer and the oceandepths are just beginningto
appear.
Cloudsare sites wherelatent heat is transformed
into sensible heat (and sometimesvice versa), and they are
importantto the earth’s radiation budget(Fouquartet al.
1990; Arking1991). Becausethe dimensionsof individual
clouds are muchsmaller than a typical GCM
grid spacing,
clouds must be parameterizedin the models,and several
parameterization schemesare in use (Randall 1989).
recent intercomparisonof 19 different GCMs
concluded
that mostof the variation in results wasattributable to
differences in the models’depiction of cloud feedback
(Cess et al. 1990).

Mostof the simulations of global warmingusing
GCMs
have modeleda world in which the atmospheric
concentration of CO_,is steady near 600ppm,
approximatelydouble that of the year 1900. The results
indicate that doublingCO~will raise the averagesurface
temperatureof the earth by someamountin the range of
1.5 to 5 °C. Recentestimates are clustering around3 to 4
°C. Mostof the modelsindicate that warmingin the polar
regions will be morepronouncedthan warmingat lower
latitudes. Onecomfortingfact is that the changesin
precipitation predicted by the modelsare within the range
of the rainfall fluctuations that haveoccurredfromnatural
causes over the past few hundredyears. Unfortunatelythe
modelsdo not simulate natural precipitation patterns very
well, and they do not agree concerningregional impactson
either temperatureor precipitation (Grotchand
MacCracken1991).

Cloudssimultaneouslycool the earth by scattering
solar radiation and warmthe earth by intercepting IR from
the groundand reradiating someof it downward
as well as
to outer space. The relative importanceof the twoeffects
varies withtime of day, latitude, and cloudcharacteristics.
Importantcloud characteristics in this regard include
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cloud-toptemperature,thickness, and the physical state and
size distribution of the particles constitutingthe cloud.
Shallowclouds with warmtops are thought to exert a net
coolingeffect becausethey radiate considerableIR into
space, while clouds with cold tops warmthe earth because
they are weakIR radiators. Calculationsbasedon satellite
data of the annual global meaneffect of all clouds have
shownthat, on balance, clouds cool the earth. Estimatesof
the net cooling effect have rangedfrom near zero to 40 W
m-2 (Fouquartet al. 1990), whilerecent results generally
fall between17 and 27 Wm2 (Ramanathanet al. 1989;
Arking 1991).
Becausecloudsexert a net coolingeffect, it is likely
that any increase in cloudinessassociated with a warmer
earth wouldexert a negative feedbackeffect, while a
decrease wouldexert a positive feedbackeffect. GCMs
do
not agree on what the changesin cloud cover wouldbe, so
they can not agree on the feedbackeffects. A comparison
of 19 different GCMs
under perpetual July conditions
found about one-third of themexhibiting a negative
feedbackeffect and the other two-thirdsa positive effect
(Cess et al. 1990; Arking1991). In summary,there
currently no wayto tell whetherthe modificationof the
earth’s clouds by the enhancedgreenhouseeffect will lead
to a positive or a negative feedbackeffect uponsurface
temperatures.
Multiple runs with the same GCMs
have shownthat
the results of doubled-CO2
runs are also quite sensitive to
the albedosassigned to polar sea ice and seawaterat low
sun angles (Meehl and Washington1990). Varyingthese
assigned parameterswithin reasonablelimits can lead to an
Arctic Oceanthat becomesmostly ice-free in summer
or to
one that stays iceboundyear round. Thedifference
producesnoticeable effects on globally averaged
temperatureand has serious implications for the climates of
northern North Americaand Eurasia.
6.

lakes (Houghtonand Woodwell
1989). The latest satellite
data indicate decreasesin the extent of sea ice in the Arctic
regions during the period 1978to 1987, but showno
significant trend in the extent of ice aroundAntarctica
(Gloersen and Campbell1991).
As cloud seeders havelearned, finding a trend in
meteorologicaldata is just a starting point for discussions
of possible causes. Asclimate has beenvarying for
thousandsof years, the observedwarmingduring the
twentieth centuryis not necessarily due to increased
concentrations of greenhousegases. RecentlyBailing
(1991)has pointedout that desertification, whichafflicts
percent of the land area of the globe to somedegree, is
producinga significant warmingtrend in the affected areas.
Desertification mayaccount for 0.05 °C or moreof the
total warmingof 0.5 °C observedover the past century.
Skepticspoint to the fact that the global warming
wasinterrupted by a cooling trend in the Northern
Hemispherefrom 1940to about 1965, during which period
the CO2concentration wasgoing up at an accelerated pace.
Indeed, Gordon(1991) has shownthat the observed
warmingduring the past century maybe only a
manifestation of a randomwalk. Persons whobelieve that
global warminghas begunconsider the cooling from 1940
to 1965a temporarydip due to natural causes. The
existence of the dip is a reminderthat global warmingdue
to enhancedconcentrations of greenhousegases could be
maskedat times by somecombinationof external driving
forces promotinga cooling of the earth. For example,dust
fromthe eruption of Mt. Pinatuboin the Phillipines in
1991will exert a slight coolingeffect on the earth’s surface
over the next several years. Global warmingcould also be
maskedby climate swingslasting a few decades and due
only to internal feedbacksin the ocean-atmosphere
system
itself. Several experiments with GCMs
have shownsuch
swings, as exemplifiedin tworecent 100-yearsimulations
by Houghtonet al. (1991).

EVIDENCE OF GLOBAL WARMING

The appreciable increases in CO2that have occurred
already have promptedsearches for a corresponding
warmingof the earth’s surface. The statistical problems
encounteredin this approachparallel those involvedin
detecting inadvertent weathermodificationand changesin
local weatherproducedby operational cloud seeding
programs. Obviously, the special methodsdevelopedto
evaluate randomizedcloud seeding projects are not
applicable to the global warmingissue.
Surface temperaturedata fromdifferent sources
have been combinedand examinedfor evidence of global
warming.There are numerousproblems with surface
temperaturedata, includingstation relocations, the
heat-island effect of cities, and changesin proceduresfor
measuringsea-surface temperature. Regional climate
variations over periods of a few decadesfurther confusethe
issue. Still, there is goodevidencethat a net warming
averaging0.5 °C over the earth’s entire surface (both land
and sea) has occurredover the past century (Jones and
Wigley1990). The evidence from thermometerreadings is
reinforced by other types of evidence,including the
shrinking of glaciers and the warmingof someCanadian

Establishing that global warmingis underwaywill
require, for conservativescientists, a demonstration
that
changeshave occurredthat mimic,on a regional scale and
at different levels in the atmosphere,those predictedby
GCMsto accompanyglobal warming. An announcement
from GoddardSpaceFlight Center in mid-1991that the
temperatureat 55 kmaltitude had droppedby 2.5 °C over
the previous10 years is worthyof attention, becauseit
agrees with someGCM
predictions of an enhanced
greenhouseeffect. However,proof of global warming
accordingto the strict-standard stated aboveis impossible
at this time, because the available GCMs
do not agree in
their predictions of regional effects (Grotchand
MacCracken1991).
7.

NATURALLIMITS ON GLOBAL WARMING

Thereare numerousconceivablefeedbackeffects in
the ocean-atmosphere
system, both positive and negative,
that have not been mentionedso far in this paper. For
example, warmingof the ocean mayrelease CH4presently
locked up in sedimentson continental shelves, thereby
exacerbatingthe buildup of greenhousegases (Revelle
1983). Onthe other hand, several authors have suggested

negativefeedbacksthat could limit the continuedbuildup of
CO2in the atmosphereor, alternatively, the intensity of
global warmingin the presenceof increased concentrations
of greenhousegases.

exchangesbetweentt~e atmosplaereand the earth’s surface
(both.land and "~,ater), their sensitivity to increasesin COx
concentrations could be ve~ important. Idso’s (1991)
calculationsindicate that, event in the face of a doublingof
the presentrate of fossil fuel emissions,trees couldlimit
the concentration of atmosplaet~cCOxto 700 ppm.There
is muchuncet’~nt3’ associated wSthMsnumbersbut,
clearly, the potential, of COzremovalby growingtrees is
importantenoughto justify further study.

A negativefeedbackeffect.related to an increase in
global cloud cover appears nowas the most likely wayfir
the earth to escape any serious global warming.
Henderson-Sellersand McGuffie(1989), in an analog study
using historical data, founda positive correlation between
temperature and cloud cover. However,their data covered
only a small fraction of the earth’s surfaceand, as noted
above, a majority of GCM
runs have predicted a decrease
in global cloudcover, rather than an increase, to
accompanyglobal warming.

If fossil fuel use continuesto increaseand
acceleratedtree growthfails to preventa rise in the
concentration of almosphericCl3~to over 1,000 ppm,
could such a concentration lead to a runawaygreenhouse
effect, say anotiler. 6 °C warra~ttgover and abovethe 3 °C
predicted by somemodelsfor a doubling to 600 ppm?
Fortunately, the atas~verappearsto be "~ro."

Lindzen(1990) has argued that a negative feedback
effect will arise as enhancedconvectioncarries additional
heat upwardto be radiated into space from the upper
troposphereand intensified subsidencebetweenthe
convectivecloud towers thins the water vaporshield
betweenthe surface and the top of the atmosphere.
However,his calculations do not take accountof the fact
that convectiveclouds introduce large amountsof water
into the uppertroposphere,muchof it as ice from anvil
clouds. Randall (1989) has noted the need for improved
parametedzationof the high stratiform clouds induced by
deep convection, whichcould be the basis of improved
assessmentsof suggestions such as those of Lindzen.

If the atmospherebecomestotally opaquein the CO2
absorption band~,fmther additions will have no direct
effect and at that point the feedbackeffects also would
begin to stabilize. Theatmosphereiz already almost
opaquein the middleof the CO2absorption bands, and
increases in its c.oneentrationbeyond600 ppmwill affect
mainlythe fringes of the bandg.Thereforethe additional
warmingfor eacll unit increase in COxconcentrationwill
drop off asymptoticallytoward~ero, a~ noted by Arrhenius
(1896). This comforting a~gumentdoes not apply
additions of othes greenhousegases to the atmosphere,
because each one has its ownabsorption bands.

It is possible that the humanrace will burnup
nearly all the availablefossil fuels in the next 200to 300
years. Comparingthe atmosphericand fossil fuel
reservoirs (table 1) showsthat, in theory, suchrapid
consumptionof fossil fuels could pushthe atmosphericCOx
concentrationto almost unimaginablelevels, say 1500or
2000 ppm.The processes of rock weathering and
advectioninto the deepoceanare muchtoo slowto offset
the effects of large increasesin the globalrate of fossil fuel
consumption.Interaction with the biosphereposes the only
possible limit in such a case. In particular, accordingto
Sellers and McCarthy(1990), "... land vegetation is now
thought likely to dominatethe short-term biospheric
response to increasing atmosphericCOx".

Naturalpl~,sical processeswill limit the durationas
well as the intensi~y of global warming.Increased rock
weathering could draw downthe excess atmospheric CO:
over a few thou~ndyears, bmthe dissolution of excess
CO2in the ocea~promisesa quicker end to ~he enhanced
greenhouseeffect. Therelative magnitudesof the various
carbonreservoir~ (table 1) suggestthat the oceandepths
can absorbwitho.at strain all the carbonin the world’s
fossil fuel reserve~.Oncethe fossil fuel is exhausted,the
atmosphericCO:concentration will begin to decrease as
CO2continues to dissolve in the ocean’s mixedlayer and
be advected into the depths. Advectionof C02-enriched
seawaterinto t~r ~ieep oceanpzamise3an eventual end to
the enhancedgzeenbouseeffeeL It wilt take a few hundred
years for enoughttpwelling and subsidenceof ocean water
to occur to bring the concentrationdownclose to that of
today, so global warming,
if it prove~real, will last
through 10 or 20 genemtionzof l~umanbeings. Note that,
for reasons diseu-~edearlier, the enhancedgreenhouse
warming
wouldnot ieIax its grip appreciablyuntil the
concentrationof C{3:fell to tear the Levelof today, while
the thermalinertia of line oceanwouldproveas effective in
prolongingglobal warming
as ia ternImrit~gits onset.

Somepersons haveargued that very large increases
in atmosphericCO2will be self-limiting becausethe growth
of vegetationwill accelerate in responseto the increased
concentrations of COx.There have been numerous
investigations of the impactsof increasedconcentrationsof
CO2on plant growth,but mostlyby persons interested in
the potential impactson crop yields (e.g., Waggoner
1983). In general, the effects are modestand somecrops,
corn for example,becomesaturated at COxconcentrations
above500 ppm.That is, further increases in the
atmosphericCOxconcentration will produceno further
accderation in their growthrates. However,Idso (1991)
has provided someexperimentalevidence that the growth
rates of trees are muchmoresensitive to increases in COx
than are the growthrates of crops. Hereports that
productionof woodin one species increased by a factor of
2.8 whentrees were exposedto a CO2concentration of 600
ppm.Astrees accountfor well over half of the biospheric

It appears that the sligh~ enhancement
of carbonin
the ocean, as exc¢~satmosphericCO:is dissolved in the
mixedlayer and advectedinto the depths, will eventually
be brought downby increased deposition of organic matter
and shells on the ~ea floor. That process wouldalso
require centuries to workitself out. Robe,s (1987)
estimated that the "cleanup" of the oceanwouldnot be
completebefore the 3,ear 3000.
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suggestionshould be temperedby the realization that
marinebiota contain onlya small fraction of the total
carbon stored in living organisms. Onewouldalso have to
considercarefully the possibleimplicationsfor all types of
marineplant and animallife, to say nothingof possible
effects on cloud droplet populations. Planktongive off
dimethylsulfide,whichcontributes to the concentrationof
cloud condensationnuclei. Therefore promotingthe
growthof planktoncould affect cloud albedos as well as
deplete CO~levels in seawater. Foleyet al. (1991)
developeda simple modelto test the effects of changesin
cloudalbedosrelated to variations in the output of
dimethylsulfide by plankton. Theyconcludedthat the
effect on global temperatureis small comparedto those that
might be producedby changesin areal extent of cloudiness.

POSSIBLE COUNTERMEASURES

Global warmingwouldhave serious effects on
agriculture and manyother humanactivities, and it is
commonly
assumedthat nearly all of the effects wouldbe
undesirable. Ausubel(1991) has questioned that
assumption,as well as several other pieces of prevailing
wisdomabout global climate change. Furthermore, the
rates of changein temperatureand precipitation predicted
so far to accompany
global warmingfall within the range
of natural regional variations experiencedover the past few
hundredyears. Nevertheless,the idea persists that global
climate changewill be harmful, and considerable thought
has tleen givento waysto mitigateits effects.
The most obvious countermeasureis a passive one,
namely,to reduce emissions of greenhousegases, thereby
slowing, but not preventing, global warming.Control of
emissionsof CFCsis critical because, as already noted,
they haveabsorption bands different fromthose of CO2.
Thereare nowinternational agreementsin place to control
emissions of CFCs.Anagreementto restrain emissions of
CO2will be harder to comeby, because of the close link
betweenfuel consumptionand the level of economic
activity. Anyreduction large enoughto makea significant
difference overthe longterm will require radical
socioeconomicadjustmentson a global scale.
Nevertheless, inter-governmentalcommitteesare at work
and hope to have an agreementcovering all greenhouse
¯ gases readyfor possibleratification at the UnitedNations
Conference on Environment and Development(UNCED)
scheduledfor Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in June, 1992. The
UNCED
will consider climate change and a numberof
related problems,including ozonedepletion and air
pollution (Miller, 1991).

Cloudseeding has been suggested as a response to
climate change. One can assumea continuation of weather
modificationprojects designedto alleviate local effects of
droughts. As it will not be possible to distinguish drought
associated with global warmingfromdroughts associated
with natural climate fluctuations, such weathermodification
projects will not be identifiable as specific responsesto
climate change.
Cloudseeding to offset global warmingcould take a
moreactive form. Increasing the areal coverageof shallow
clouds, decreasing the coverageby deepclouds, or both
wouldexert a cooling effect. Whilethere is no established
methodto changethe height distribution of existing clouds
over any appreciablearea or to increase the areal extent of
low cloud decks, it mightbe possible to developsuch
techniques. It has also beenproposedthat changesin
drop-size distributions be inducedto makecloudsbetter
reflectors of sunlight. Thesesuggestionsare interesting,
but so far I havenot comeacross any detailed feasibility
studies.

Manypersons have suggestedreforestation, or at
least a halt to deforestation, as a wayto slowglobal
warming.Kulp(1990) has calculated recently that
reforestation couldremovea significant fraction of the
expectednet input of CO2to the atmosphereover the next
50 years. Idso’s (1991) paper points to a similar
conclusion; he emphasizesthat deforestation not only adds
to the CO2in the atmospherebut destroys a sink that could
absorb future emissions from other sources. However,
only growingtrees take morecarbonfrom the air than they
release. A matureforest is in balance with the atmosphere;
the only wayto reduce its CO~output significantly would
be to log the maturetrees and preserve themfrom decay.
Thereforetaking lumberfroma forest and using it to build
houses,as opposedto letting it rot on the ground,is one
wayto combatglobal warming.Over the long haul,
though, it does not appear practical to preserve enough
woodto matchthe fossil fuel reservoir, whichcontains
perhaps7 times as muchcarbon as all the organismsthat
are alive at this moment
(table 1).

Dustin the atmospheretends to cool the earth’s
surface by scattering solar radiation. Particulate matter in
industrial pollution maybe offsetting the expected
greenhouse
effect, at least in part. Artificial cloudsof
particulate matter could be generatedfor the express
purpose of offsetting global warming.In order to avoid
havingthe artificial cloudswashedout by precipitation in a
few weeks, they wouldhave to be placed in the
stratosphere. It has beensuggestedalso that large mirrors
could be placedin orbit aroundthe earth to reflect part of
the incomingsunlight. I havenot seen any engineering
studies for these twosuggestedresponsesto global
warming~but amskeptical about them. There is no
evidence to date of an impendingclimate changeso
catastrophicas to justify radical technologicalfixes.
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As previously noted, marineorganismsdeplete CO2
in the mixedlayer and carry it downto the deepocean as
shells or organic carbon. Thereis evidencethat the growth
of marineorganismsis limited in someareas by a lack of
trace elements, notably iron (Archer1990), so one could
theory deplete atmosphericCO~by fertilizing selected
regions of the ocean surface. Enthusiasmfor this
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